What is meet?

Meet is the video call system we use in the preparation of the FSMET. If you participate in any space of the on-line forum, you can find the link to the video call tool published in the different meetings that your space has published.

To enter the video call, just follow the link and access as an anonymous user, without the need to have your own user at the meet (option on the right of the screen).

In the text box “Your full name” you must enter your name and click on the “Next” button.

A dialog will appear to confirm our name. Click on the “Join” button and enter the video call room. Our browser will ask us to activate flash.
Once the flash is activated, the video call room will open

How do you want to join the audio? 

Microphone  Listen Only

The system will ask us if we want to assist with listening or intervene using the microphone

Then an audio test to check the sound

Finally, we have to share our webcam: the system will ask us for permission to access the webcam. We give him ok and share our cam.

And enjoy the video call :)